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BEST 4 BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
INTRODUCTION

Discover the UC&C world and how it can help you increase your
productivity up to 52% with a positive ROI

What are UC&C systems?
Many people remember the world before the Internet. Many more will never know
that world. The web revolutionized our society and the way we work. The Internet
connected people and opened new channels for communications, it created new
ways of collaborating and opportunities never before seen.
This revolution hit the workplace first, as large companies invested in connecting
their offices, allowing their employees to collaborate in new ways. After a few years,
those same tools — which had been prohibitively expensive in the
early days — became accessible to all: from micro-enterprises to small and medium
companies.

These tools are known as Unified
Communications and Collaboration (UC&C)
UC&C is not just a technology, but a group of different technologies capable of
offering various services in a single platform. Thanks to VoIP technology, UC&C is
the system architecture that underlies the digital transformation of companies.
UC&C replaces “legacy” traditional PBX systems, which have very limited
functionalities.
Traditional PBX systems have a lifespan of about 8 years, but in those 8 years, the
tech world evolves rapidly. That’s why a traditional system is “outdated” almost as
soon as you buy it! And there’s also the issue of security. With a traditional PBX
system, you have to buy an additional VPN service to make it secure, which eats up
more of your company’s resources.
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Today, more and more companies choose UC&C
Not because it’s what’s “in.”
But because this transformation allows them to become more competitive and
save a significant amount of time (up to 30%) spent daily on routine operations
like calling colleagues or exchanging documents.
Companies are increasingly smart, flexible, and digital. This allows them to
concentrate on their more strategic activities.

UC&C offers more control and streamlines processes
Here are a few examples of functionalities offered:

• The ability to verify the status of a colleague (present, busy, absent)
• Video conferencing capability (which means fewer trips)
• Performance control
• Easy screen sharing and document sharing
• Integration with other management software
• “Smart” call management
But not every UC&C system on the market can guarantee concrete, measurable
results.
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WHAT SHOULD YOU LOOK FOR?

What should you look for in a UC&C system for a
positive ROI?
Your company is looking for a UC&C system that can enhance performance
without going over budget. That’s why making the choice isn’t easy.
You want an intuitive user experience, flawless security, and simple integration with
your existing software. And you want all this at the right price point, with minimal
tech effort.
What you’re looking for is:
• Ease of installation
• A simple licensing model
• Potential for integration with your company’s software
• Continuity of service (no “downtime”)
• Secure by design
• All-in-one platform- no need to install clients
• Mobility

The right system - a cloud solution - can help you
save 50-75% of your money
With cloud-based Unified Communications and Collaborations, you can take
advantage of impressive cost savings and enjoy an increase in functionalities.
You benefit from the powerful tools that, in the past, were only available to large
companies. And your provider handles all the updates and maintenance.
You’ll be able to pay for exactly what you need, thanks to the scalability of the
licenses.

Our communications solution is tailored to your
needs
We provide the First Browser-based Unified Communications and VoIP PBX
dedicated to companies aiming to increase their productivity through 100% Secure
by design systems.
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+ 52% more sales via web
Fewer and fewer customers call you on the phone to make a purchase - they’d
rather find you on the Internet. They click on your site, navigate around a bit, and…
well, nothing.
Nowadays, no one writes down your number to call you on the phone!
You have to transform your website into a sales center, even if you don’t have
any e-commerce.

We provide the only PBX system that allows web visitors to call you, start a text or video
chat, share documents, and more - directly from your website.
Our WebRTC solution uses the most updated and secure WebRTC technology for direct
two-way communication with your web visitors.
With Best 4 Business Communications, your business can have a WebRTC system which
fully integrates your PBX with your website, ensuring you’ll never miss a call and allowing
you to increase your conversion rate.
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-25% saved time in daily operations
Thanks to Unified Communications, your company can streamline employees’ daily
processes.
Manage incoming calls, avoid clogged lines, easily share documents, view
employees’ status, and hold video conferences as an alternative to in-person
meetings…these are just a few solutions for small, “everyday” office issues.
Plus, the system can be integrated with your company’s management software
(CRM, SAP, and many more).

Our UC&C is always up to date, intuitive, and
easy to use
It allows you to increase productivity and enjoy significant cost savings versus a
traditional PBX system.
Your IT manager will be happy to install the UC&C system on all your company
workstations as it only takes a few minutes, with no hoops for employees to jump
through and no interruption of service: all with a simple click.
We provide the first totally web-based solution and is also mobile first: the Mobile
App works on any smartphone operating system, in the office, at the airport,
abroad – wherever you are supported by an Internet connection.
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100% security with no further applications
Traditional PBXs and UC&C systems require the addition of SBC and VPN
infrastructures, which are barriers that protect your system from cyber attacks and
external viruses.
SBCs and VPNs are not included in the purchase price of traditional PBX packages,
and they require constant maintenance and attention... otherwise, your data is in
danger.
You end up spending more and still exposing yourself to a significant level of risk,
and a failure to update these infrastructures can lead to big financial damage.

Would you feel safe knowing you are buying a PBX
that isn’t secure without additional, expensive
applications?
Your PBX must be inherently safe without additional infrastructures.
Our system is secure by design. It doesn’t require SBCS or VPNS: voice and data are
always protected because it is created with a native encryption system.
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A single user interface for any type of internal
and external communication:
One single place to manage all the contacts

Collaboration

One single place to make calls from

One place for internal & external video
conferences

Attendant Console

Corporate chat with one or multiple colleagues

Desktop sharing and file exchange

Reporting &
Analytics (CDR-View)

FAX Server

Our Collaboration web interface is intuitive
and simple to use. It ensures a seamless user
experience across multiple platforms: PC /
Android / iOS.
Integration with CRMs and applications makes
it possible to access our Unified
Communications services from software used
in the company.
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VIDEOCONFERENCING

The only 100% web-based conferencing solution at
your desk
Our videoconference
solution is based on pure
WebRTC and available in
web browsers, both for
internal and external
users without having to
install any component or
software.

Finally there is a turnkey videoconferencing
system right at your desk. No need to go to the
conference room, no need to install any
additional hardware or software components.
Our videoconference solution is 100% based on
WebRTC to guarantee the best audio and video
quality and security of your communications.

Users can start a videoconference right from the
Collaboration web interface and can invite their
colleagues or external users at any time.
External users receive an email invitation and can
join the conference by clicking on a link. It is also
possible to access a conference in audio-only mode
by calling a phone number.

Main features
Share your desktop, documents and
applications

Record videoconference, including audio,
video and desktop sharing

Schedule the conference (synced with
Google and Outlook calendars) and receive a
reminder via email

Share a link with other participants to work
together on a document or inside an
application

Does your business need a conference phone?
Voice Speakerphone is specially designed for WebRTC videoconference
and ensures efficient collaboration in large conference rooms. Facilitates
your conference room experience by simply putting all of the key
conferencing functions at your fingertips.
Huddle Room camera for small conference rooms
A Huddle Room is the collaborative space of the future. A small
room, equipped with a teleconferencing system, where 3-5 people
gather to discuss, strategize and make decisions.

The first professional easy-to-use web conference
No more worries about how to configure and set-up the conference. No
more wasting your time trying to set up the station, no more IT person to
bother, no more spider web of cords on the Board table: just a luxury,
golden platform.
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Leverage your corporate website to win new
customers
WebRTC is a new way to communicate over the web driving traffic to your website and
enabling real-time and direct customer interaction.
Rediscover your website as a simple yet powerful tool to promote your business and
bring in new customers.
Your website is no longer a showcase, but a call to action: real-time communications
allow customers and potentials to easily and instantly contact you using only the
browser.
Our communication tool is based on WebRTC technology, an open source project
which includes a collection of communication protocols and JavaScript APIs aiming to
enable the web with real-time, rich and high quality communication capabilities.

Chat – Call – Video call – Desktop sharing – File transfer – all via the website

Mobility - Decide when to be available
The Mobile App offers more freedom and flexibility in
managing your business communication, making sure you do
not miss any important call, no matter where you are at the
moment.
Your workplace is no longer limited to your office desk.
Just specify your mobile number: now you manage your
business calls via the corporate PBX directly from your mobile
phone.
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Application Programming Interface
Thanks to TAPI & WebAPI, our Communication System's capabilities can be integrated
with third-party applications and web-based software, allowing you, for example, to
manage calls from your Windows PC or from external web applications.

Ready-to-use Integrations
Many software products and web applications (CRM, ERP, Fias/Fidelio) already
integrate our Communication System's capabilities and are ready to be used with our
multi-award-winning business collaboration tool.
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“Our mission is to provide the best support
for our broadband and telephony customers.
We will do our best to respond in utmost
speed, transparency and reliability.
Our knowledgeable sales team will be on
hand to answer any questions or concerns
you may have regarding your B4BC bill, line
rental or broadband service.

Jason Curtis
Communication Specialist

Call us on 03333 66 3346 and we'll be happy
to help you.”

Improve your business efficiency!
Take advantage of our business collaboration system to enhance
your productivity in the workplace.

Scan the QR Code to connect with our team:

DISCOVER MORE!
www.b4bc.co.uk

Why choose Best 4 Business Communications?
Since 2005, we have been helping SME companies with 50 to 1000+ users grow their
businesses through the most secure and reliable connectivity solutions.
We offer a range of business connectivity options, from collaboration tools to
mobile plans to broadband. Let us identify your communication needs so we can
find the best solution, tailored to your business.

Get in touch to book a FREE demo from one of our business
communication specialists!

What are you waiting for? Contact us!
www.b4bc.co.uk

